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Introduction  
November was my first month as elected Black officer. I spent the month 
introducing myself to students at the Black student community mixer and 
the anti-racism mixer. The mixers had a good turnout and sparked 
interesting conversations that allowed me to understand what I need to do 
for my community. At the anti-racism mixer, students spoke of their racist 
experiences whilst being at university and the affect it had. It was a safe 
space where students could be vulnerable, which I really apricated as I know 
it is not easy to talk to strangers about such sensitive topics.  
 
Goals 
As black officer one of my many goals is to celebrate black joy. I would love 
to host a movie night where we would watch a popular black movie or invite 
popular podcasters. The students who attended were onboard with the idea. 
Students also suggested inviting black speakers to come give a lecture, I am 
currently in the process of researching motivational and inspiring people 
who would be beneficial to our community.  
 
Another goal of mine is to understand why black students do not partake or 
attend socials/events held by societies. I asked students why they do not go 
to more events held by societies, even though we are welcomed, and the 
space is for us. Some black students mentioned that at certain societies the 
content is very white based, and they struggled to relate and therefore did 
not feel comfortable in the space. I would love for black students to be more 
involved and feel more comfortable in these spaces. Even if students do not 
feel comfortable in these spaces, I want to create spaces where we can discus 
hot topics and be comfortable as that is what communities are for.  
 
 
We also had conversations about struggling with intersectional identities. 
How sometimes we do fit into one box, for instance being black, British, 
African, and queer. All important aspects of who we are but at times we are 
forced to pick one. I think it would be beneficial for students to have a 
speaker come in and speak to them about intersectional identities. 
 
Next month I have an Instagram takeover planned where I hope to 
successfully engage with the black community. I will post polls of what 
movies they would like to watch. 
 
 


